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Firstly, our team would like to thank Jordyn Shen for the fantastic custom
cover piece! The medium is digital art and we couldn't be more grateful!
Please check out her Instagram @thetofucat for more of her amazing
pieces!

August 15th marks the second anniversary of Ice Lolly Review. It has been
an absolute honor to read through each piece and I plan to continue
expanding and promoting this platform as I transition from high school to
college. I can say for certain that without this organization I would not be
the same writer or person. I would like to especially thank Anthony Pesca,
Mary-Jo Hannity, Christopher Conklin, and all the supportive teachers at
Cold Spring Harbor High School who helped fundraise and spread the word
in order to keep Ice Lolly Review's projects free for all writers.  
 
In issue 13 you'll find bewitching tales of goddesses, elegiac animal
dissections, ancestral prayers, stanzas gathered from the cracks of sun-
soaked earth, and sentences plucked straight out of fresh green and red
chile branches. Thank you to our team of editors who helped select and edit
writing and put up with my spontaneous Slack messages and pink
calendars. Another big thanks to our art team for putting in almost 30 hours
into this issue's graphic design and for staying up until 1:00 AM with me to
try different designs and formats. I hope everyone enjoys looking through
issue 13! 

Warmest regards,
Jessica Wang (she/her) 
eic of Ice Lolly Review 
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riverbed nostalgia - Poem 
By Carina Solis
 
to escape the unyielding summer,
its deluge of clinging humidity,
we worshipped bug spray on our skin,
mosquitoes and sin warded off by eucalyptus oil,
and spent junebug nights
with backs broken on water tension,
cheeks buzzed by indulgence and sherry,
the same ripeness as our pruney fingers
after groping the riverbed for rainbow trout.
 
we stole the little bits of color:
the pecan and hard ebony of our hands,
moments of sunset from firefly bulbs,
marsh-green from river oats and
the white of water lilies.
i was christened when you kissed
love-plucked petals on my thighs,
holy when i laughed them
into your palms.
and now, sitting here, soft-limbed in the ashes,
crushing dirt and flowers over your emptiness, 
i palm for the lost flesh, wishing i too
learned how to drown.

Carina Solis is a fifteen-year-old writer living in Georgia. Her work has been recognized
or is forthcoming in the Eunoia Review, Wrongdoing Mag, Gone Lawn, and elsewhere.
She is an editor at Polyphony Lit, an intern at Young Eager Writers, and a mentee at
Ellipsis Writing & the Daphne Review. Often, you can find her binge-watching movies. At
1:00 AM. On school nights. 

riverbed nostalgia // Carina Solis



helen’s fruit-claden body - Poem
By Hana Kim 

we popped blueberries after midnight escapades, once. 
            he whispered then that mangoes were his favorite fruit. 
i said that strawberries were mine. i never got them much
            as a kid. i never got much attention as a kid. i remembered, 
then, his long-ago confession that he followed: 
            instagram model handle @helen.doe. 
in a fit of insecurity - i thought she probably doesn’t 
            even know who helen of troy is, like, “hell in what?” 
she might ask. she might even ask in her perfect, 
            pursed cherry lips while wearing a bright peach 
colored bikini. twenty thousand more likes than a 
            thousand ships ever sailed. i know that she’ll get more 
attention than i’ll ever get in my life. 
            i wonder if there were feminists in ancient greece, theorists 
theorizing that the golden apple was just another way to 
           pit women against each other while the king of gods in 
the shape of a swan fucks another girl. now 
           i am the hera in the eyes of men. i am scared, 
so i spill my guts out to him one night. 
           he shakes his head and says, in his 
blueberry breath, that i am like a mango to him.

Hana Kim (they/them) is a recent graduate struggling to find a job somewhat relating to
publishing. They like to write and buy plushies. 

helen’s fruit-claden body // Hana Kim



Nautilus - Poem 
By Danae Younge
Previously published in Perhappened Magazine

My sister scrubs sand
off of calcium carbonate
like lyrics—the tune always hiding
at the base of her tongue
when she looks at me.

A tiger’s cry, arched stripes:
my bod(y/ies) curl(s) inwards
on kitchen floors of glorified twilight.
Each chamber cradles its predecessor.
There is a reason humans
have a way of becoming spoons.
Time does too...
Fibonacci’s perennial staircase,
my optical illusion. Her eyes say

          it’s a descent,
                     sometimes to car(e/ry).

My sister brushes her locket aside,
lends the shell her rhythms
like a deity casts vellum molds
with whispered breaths—awaits.
She is a violet crescent
on the waterfront: jumpsuit-moon
mobilizing tidal froth,
salt dripping like a phoneme
swallowed in the decrescendo
of its own word. She always
leaves shells where she finds them.
At dawn she returns, a girl now,

Nautilus // Danae Younge



asking me if it is too late.

Danae Younge is a four-time award-winning poet and an editor for Kalopsia
Literary Journal. At twenty years old, Danae’s work has been internationally
recognized by Driftwood Press, Salamander Magazine, The Wax Paper, and over
forty other publications as well as five worldwide print anthologies. Her debut
chapbook, Melanin Sun (−) Blind Spots, won the National Federation of State
Poetry Societies’ college undergraduate competition, and was given the Florence
Kahn Memorial award. She currently studies creative writing in Los Angeles. Get
updates on the book and read more of her work at www.danaeyounge.com 

Nautilus // Danae Younge

http://www.danaeyounge.com/


and they throw their matches down into the glitter - Poem 
By September Lin 
title from fall out boy’s “rat-a-tat”

i think we’re lost now, dear, too far gone now, dear,
so we’ll eat our strait-laces and hit the road, like 
we’re stealing our lives back, like we’re saving them 
in each other. it’s not a robbery, it’s a bona-Clyde 
rescue mission. we’ll tie up the yellow dashed line 
like a ribbon. we’ll present it to whoever comes 
after us, double-knot it so anyone following falls 
straight off and hits their head. it’s cartoon physics, 
love, we never look down when we run, so our 
footprints vanish into clouds. we’ll go out like sea foam 
at sunset, legends fading like our con trail behind us.

September Lin is a 16 year old writer living in America. They enjoy writing poems that are
a stew of whatever novels, shows, and tropes own their mind right now - which is right now
at least partially This Is How You Lose the Time War and villain couples. They hope you
have a good summer. 

and they throw their matches down into the glitter // September Lin 



Anatomy of a Whale - Poem 
By Kate K. Choi
Previously published by Diode Poetry Journal

Compare my ribcage 
to whale bone. 
If you must, consume 
me, but I will haunt 
you with the memory 
of having been 
swallowed. 
To forget, you can try 
to make of my gut sweet 
smells, of my skeleton sucked-
in waists. It will not matter. 
Come nightfall, you will stare at the sky 
as Jonah did, drifting 
and caged, 
searching for stars without 
end within the ridged hollow 
of my blowhole. Until then, 
from my mouth make 
vessels, shelter roofs, keys 
to play double-four. In darkness, 
light your way
with the dead oil of my body.

Kate K. Choi is a high school senior living in Seoul, South Korea. Her writing has been
recognized by the National YoungArts Foundation and the Scholastic Art & Writing
Awards, among others. Additionally, she has work published or forthcoming in Diode
Poetry Journal, Body Without Organs, The Hearth Magazine, After Dinner Conversation,
and more. Besides writing, her passions include dark chocolate, neuroscience, and classic
rock. She is currently seventeen years old.

Anatomy of a Whale // Kate K. Choi



Midwestern Summers - Poem 
By Regina Cassese

It’s the week of the year I remember 
how to sweat. I mourn the summer’s passed 
in naked overalls passed down from brothers; 
we practice pissing like men, using tools 
like our grandfather. I am the only one able to butcher 
a chicken without tears. The dogs trail after me 
to the creek, searching for the raccoon. A vulture 
will swoop at my burning scalp but I am safe
with these pony sized canines. Sunday comes 
in church shoes, dirt roads, and a dress I sweat through. 
My mother will cut off all my hair 
because I treat it as if I’m a boy. Truck windows down 
on the dirt road; we don’t believe in AC here. 
I sleep. Ladybugs crawl in through the broken window 
surrounding my dreamless sleep. Put my cheek
to the bat-shit covered concrete in the barn. 
There aren’t enough pictures to capture this.

Regina Cassese is a queer writer from Michigan. You can find her work in places such
as the literary journal Fledge, The Rust & Moth, as well as Interlochen Arts Academy's
literary journals The Red Wheelbarrow and The Interlochen Review. She eats peanut
butter when she’s sad and falls asleep wherever she goes.

Midwestern Summers // Regina Cassese



as sweat evaporates - Poem 
By Adrija Jana

and on a burning summer day 
by the side of the street 

sits a lone old man 
quiet in his bearded grief 

 
on he has a white torn vest 

torn over patches 
like it's afraid to be 

repatched 
 

and he has on his body 
marks 

red from the patches 
pus like from infections 

and scars from the 
experiences 
of a lifetime 

 
he squats on the footpath 

as the sun blazes on 
as if wouldn't lose this 

bet 
though life's bet was lost 

 
drops and drops of sweat 

trickle down a wrinkled forehead 
making a pool of salty water 

on the heated ground 
 

and the man still squats 
watching the sweat evaporate 

and new sweat form on his forehead 
trickle along his grey hair... 

 
a solitary ant walks through the sweat 

 
 

as sweat evaporates // Adrija Jana



a group of laughing students take a turn about him 
their foreheads scrunching

 
suddenly he hears the growls 

and the rumbles from deep within 
extends his hand, and brings a forward 

a black polythene, lying beside him
 

he unties the knot with hands unsteady 
for a time so long, the rumbles shake his core 

as he finally pries the knot open 
blood and dirt from his nails enter the rotten food.

 
but he is beyond the smell 

and the taste 
and the sense 

as the food goes down his food pipe 
the smell automatically evaporates... 

 
and as the rains come 

wash away half while he eats the other half 
form small puddles in the torn patches 

 trickles on the scars and the marks 
and still the man squats on the footpath.

 
 
 
 

Adrija Jana is a passionately creative writer based in India. She mostly creates poetry
pieces based on her personal experiences as well as social issues she is passionate about.
Her work mostly revolves around protest against period poverty, marital rape and
advocating for freedom of choice, apart from emotional self-lived experiences. She is
inspired by writers such as Margaret Mitchell and Rupi Kaur, as well as the minutiae of
everyday life. Apart from being a writer, Adrija is also a Spoken Word Artist, Theatrecian,
Filmmaker and creative researcher, and all her work is woven together by common
themes. She believes that creative pieces that let the innate imperfection shine through
truly touch hearts.

as sweat evaporates // Adrija Jana



greyed glass windows - Poem 
By Leopold Crow

"what are you?" he said, "some kind of penance to your own guilt? you turn your skin
crystalline (mirror-like) but flinch away at the suggestion you could be anything but the flint
that your knuckles scrape against as you hit the ground, just a little too late, too late, too late.
what, you wish that the birds would peck away at your eyes as some punishment for the
mistakes dead to everyone but you? you write yourself anthems and poetry each day, you
think that maybe the new languages you paint upon your skin every dawn and dusk will make
you pretty but you can't fathom the possibility of forgiveness." 

"I see you," he said, "I see the slight shake of your head as you scold yourself, the split 
second as you aren't here for just a second, only regretting, regretting, regretting. but know it
hangs between us, my love - not as a gasping canyon, but a string of bunting across our
windows." 

Leopold Crow (he/they) is a sixteen year old trans artist from England. He can generally be
found spouting nonsense about angels, making bad (fantastic) puns and doodling all over his
schoolwork. More of his work can be found at https://leopold-crow.carrd.co

greyed glass windows // Leopold Crow

https://leopold-crow.carrd.co/


cycles - Poem 
By Saanvi Sundaram

how hard has it been? to live life, are you looking for love? 
love that has been lost to the looming hatred? 
harmony & hope are hard to achieve, we must strive to believe 
that however lonely we may feel, there are hundreds of faces feeling the same. 

so we gather our opinions and out them to the earth, we pray that 
even if the others disagree, they let us be and move on. 

but when opinions cost the lives of our children, then we draw the line. 
how can humanity allow for the innocent to be the victim of the crimes? 

then we shout and we scream, on the top of our lungs, the tips of our tongues. 
silence is silly, why shut up when the white noise is to blame, 
for this massacre of madness, this cause of shame? 

so we put names to the numbers, faces to the facts 
and we'll be damned if we don't get to fight back.

Saanvi Sundaram is a fifteen-year-old currently living in India, reading too much
fanfiction and drinking too much boba tea. She has been published in Cathartic Lit and
Potted Purple, to name a few, and was the editor-in-chief for her school's monthly
newsletter. She considers herself a poet (a dying profession) and hopes to have her work
published as a collection someday. If she isn't writing or reading, she's playing the violin,
catching up on sleep, trying to study, or hanging out with her friends.

cycles // Saanvi Sundaram



Wang 22 - Poem 
By Maggie Wang 

Confession: I am not a #1 diehard fan of Mitski. 
A second confession: I am hoping that you win this one. 
I have been dying, 
all the way down from this game 
of telephone to my very long list of monologues. 
I’ve felt the cut of snow in May in a paper maché classroom 
where I grieflessly mourned the death of a classmate 
whose younger brother’s name I still recall. In childhood stores I gawk 
at the printed cards of melodramatic French sayings telling 
hearts that the world unfolds from cosmogenic dawns. And I know 
it’s such a Christmas miracle —or some timeless joke 
by the classics that calls knowledge the consequent 
of all the compasses and calculations and all day, 
I laugh. The Gregorian palindromes, 
the twilight hours, the shrines. Who’s to say that I can’t cite myself? 
All the time I’ve spent translating those stupid footnotes, praying 
to the French subjunctive, J'espère que, 
De peur que, Il vaut mieux que… to call out in new names 
and call my own. What an old, new, 
borrowed, and blue thing this is—this artificial solstice 
I’ve fallen under. Oh, wouldn’t you know it. 

J'espère que: I hope that 
De peur que: Of fear that 
Il vaut mieux que: It would be better that

Maggie Ruoyu Wang is a high school freshman from Washington state with forthcoming
work in the Paper Crane Journal. In her spare time she enjoys frightening her friends with
her haphazard baking skills. 

Wang 22 // Maggie Wang 



i will only ask for this once - Poem 
By Amo O'Neil 

open your rib cage to me just for a minute and let me linger inside / let me peer through those
rungs, poking my fingers through and / pressing my lips and forehead to the bars so i can peek 
out. / i can be your little secret, nestled / right up against your heart / make me an organ in your
body, a part of your system, i want to be / something you can’t live without. / isn’t that 
sickening? i’m sorry, i don’t want to be / your disease or your burden, / i want to make you light i
want to make you warm. / i want to be the fireglow on your flushed cheeks and nose, i want to be
the sunburn on your skin, i want to scald you. / but then again, i never wanted to be your blister /
or your brand. / let me be, then, the nip of the wind at your neck, / let me soak in like rain and
strike through you like lightning. / let me rip you apart like the storm. / but then again, i never
wanted to be your end. / so let me be your moon, my love, / and let me look at you. / all i ever
wanted was to look at you. 

Amo O'Neil is a queer Chinese-American student from the Bay Area. She is the author and
director of the one-act play, An Apology to Everyone Who Loves Me, as well as an alum of
Kenyon Young Writers, the Iowa Young Writers Studio, and the UCLA pre-college institute of 
film and television. 

i will only ask for this once // Amo O'Neil 



in which i am a bird - Poem 
By Austin J. Remington

when i was a child i watched
a blue bird fly into my bedroom window. 
my father lifted it from the ground 
as its beak ripped his callous hand
and bloodied its wing
even as he struggled to right its span. 
i think of my father’s hands often.
how despite their size and the roughness of his palms
he cups small creatures with a delicate joy. 
my father, too, was once a small creature. 
he did not grow into his hands
until it was too late to learn how a man of his size
is supposed to touch the earth. 
instead he was left with the memory of 
what it is to be weak and cradled in bigger arms. 
there is a world in which my father is ashamed
of the recollection of his weakness
but in this one
he holds me with the same gratitude
as a bluejay in his hands. 

Austin J. Remington is a 21 year old poet, artist, and musician from Natchitoches,
Louisiana. He is currently studying English with a concentration in Creative Writing at
Northwestern State University of Louisiana. 

in which i am a bird // Austin J. Remington



hangeul abecedarian - Poem 
By Arim Lee
Previously published in The Lumiere Review

Getting to see myself in your mirrors wasn’t a
novelty; it was a punch to my mouth. The
declarations were silent, sure, but they ate me
raw. To you, America, I was never
more than the way my mother couldn’t
be blue-eyed and corn-blonde. You keep
stammering that diversity is all
over your body, but then why do I shrink
just a little every time the cashier’s
cheer dims down for us? You know the best
kills are committed alongside apologies.
Tell us you’ll make it better. Tell us soft
prayers. And I’ll tell you about the time I
hid in a bathroom and cried until I threw up because a man coughed in my face.

_________________________________

hangeul - The Korean alphabet

Arim Lee is a sixteen-year-old student based in Massachusetts and Seoul. Her work has
been recognized by the Alliance for Young Writers, The Harvard Crimson, The Fitzgerald
Museum, Smith College, The Lumiere Review, and more. She edits and reads for The
Courant, her school’s literary magazine, The Hanok Review, and Polyphony Lit. In her
free time, she enjoys listening to the same song over and over again (right now it’s
Butterfly Boucher’s “Life Is Short.”)

hangeul abecedarian // Arim Lee



Photograph 51 - Poem 
By Maabena Nti
for Rosalind Franklin

                   Who knew the language of life
                            could so closely resemble
                             my mother’s needle-
                         work: she’d often weave 
                   in her chair near the fire on some 
                       afternoons then cry ‘Rosy, dear
                           come look’ and show them to me;
                           i see her interwoven threads in this lab,
                                      this DNA, this photo.
                               here, they bind together, spiraling
                           to a ladder, the crystal light
            reveals spheres, helices, double 
like my sister’s french plaits
   i trace with my hand
        one night when we talked about the war
             which would (soon) be over,
             like the motley macramé art
                    i saw once at an art exhibit near the Seine.
                                          Who knew that within me I 
                                  would find a spiral ladder
                         the type one might climb   
        to the secrets of the universe.

Maabena Nti is a 15 year old freshman at Alpha Beta Christian College. She is a young
poet/writer based in Ghana. She enjoys writing, daydreaming and binge-reading romance
novels. Her work has been published in the Celtic Literary Review.

Photograph 51 // Maabena Nti



FOGS - Poem
By Olowonjoyin Muhammed Sanni 
After Leila Chatti

The contempt of trying to unwear an ache/ is trying to lift your body from the ultramarine you’re
fading into/ but you can’t/ you’re in a city morphing into a distort/ no clarity/ gushes of wind
floating a city into dust/ as though a morning trying to veil something beneath fogs// a boy is
waning at the absence of breath/ ache is quietening a body/ you can say hope is withering/ on the
tongue of a boy scampering for hallelujahs// this is a newborn metaphor/ praises to the new
neighbor called pain/ praises to the comatose savior called grace.

Olowonjoyin Muhammed Sanni (A-Per-Se), he/him, 21 years old, studies Biochemistry in
University of Ilorin. His works have been published or forthcoming in My Woven Words,
Poemify, Livina Press, Arts Lounge, Nanty Greens, Acropolis Journal, Hey! Young Writer, in
his head and elsewhere. When he's not tracing biochemical pathways, he's either writing,
binge-reading tweets, or thinking about making his life better and finding peace. He tweets
@APerSe_ and on you can find him on Facebook @ Olówónjoyin Muhammed Sanni. He
writes from Nigeria. 

FOGS // Olowonjoyin Muhammed Sanni 



When Things Fall Apart - Poem 
By Sakeenah Kareem

Until when would we desist to exist in the era of endless
circles—where our dreams are a bag that we twisted
around for too long—with the fear of settling outside
its circumference, the threat of breaking away, taking the step?

Would the time ever come to leave this bunker—the
tiny Goliath door—hanging, loosely, between the life we
would love to live, filled with the twilight of our most real
imaginations, the wildest depth of our souls and dreams?

What if one day, this circle gets blown to
splinters—like all the “life's not hard" paintings
mama taught my head to recite were unmasked
under blue lights in the dark—by our fear

missile and the bunker are raided by the heat of reality?
What if our dead dreams—bored of staring at the
rusting roof of their housing—are ready for
resurrection—the same one we hide them from?

Sakeenah Kareem is a 17-year-old writer, poet and public speaker. She is a passionate
learner and an advocate of justice, fairness, liberty and tranquillity. She is currently
pursuing her first degree at the University of Ibadan, in the communication and language
arts discipline. Sakeenah is a lover of nature, scenery, and family.

When Things Fall Apart // Sakeenah Kareem



blood moon - Poem 
By Nandini Rabindra Maharana 

punch me in the face, tell me the red velvet 
is a lie. it is not a cake, not buttery enough to chisel 

your mouth. not sweet enough to project 
your mute turmoil in front of your dad. 

but it can swallow the desires 

of the entire universe. a heterogenous ball it is— 
sulking, made of tears, of half-baked raw feelings. 

tell me, tell me it is a foreign fruit, not on your plate, 
never indigenous. famous, famous for slipping 

on tongues, on bones— like (my) lies, like (my) loneliness. 

famous for melting stones, famous for ruling nights. 
famous for remaining unseen until it blinds stars, 

until it invites catastrophic hues. wraps 
itself in burgundy lipstick and stands 

in the blue sea above my head. it is alone 
but for a second, for a deceptive second 

it is not. tell me the universe is truth 

and bakery: a lie— 

sun shadows the moon often, making it blush like a pie, 
like humanly edible stuff.

Nandini Rabindra Maharana (she/her) is a science student & writer based in Delhi, India.
She was born in the year 2004. Her work has previously appeared in Aurora Journal, Bridge
Ink Journal, etc. In her spare time, she reads novels and often writes some. She's a big fan of a
good playlist. You can find more about her on: https://nandini.carrd.co.

blood moon // Nandini Rabindra Maharana 



i am a verb - Poem 
By Brishti Chakraborty 

i am a bird who walks. i am / a girl with a mouth that stays open. i am a girl with a / mouth
that never learned to stop asking. my favourite colour is green but the trees i love / best have
purple leaves. i think i am owed wonder. i think i am owed / ridiculousness / and i think i am
owed / some slack. i am seventeen on a / good day, but my days are rarely good. birds don't
usually have teeth, but i was just a / prototype. so i got to keep mine. i sharpen them / daily. i
no longer worry that / they will disappear. clearly use is not what keeps me / whole. what 
they don't tell you about seventeen is that you get / three hundred and sixty five tries. i think i
am owed a / few bad days. i will never cut my wings off and i will never / use them. i will 
dye them purple.

Brishti Chakraborty (she/her) is a chronically ill 17 year old lesbian living in India. Her
work appears in Fahmidan Journal, FEED Magazine, Fairy Piece Mag, and elsewhere.
Find her @brishti_writes on Twitter and @brishtiiii on Instagram.

i am a verb // Brishti Chakraborty 



The Art of God - Poem
By Avani Kulkarni

Lush green trees,
Wild cool breeze.
Ego over mountain stays,
Melancholy deep in the trench, counting days.
Rays of hope in the sunshine, pleasant at sight
Soothing chills in the moonlight.
Stars in the sky smiling down,
Water, beneath makes it a frown.
Think, if you have seen another creation so odd,
There would be none, because nature is the art of God.

Avani Kulkarni is a 15 year old girl from Mumbai, India. She likes reading and writing
several types of literature in her free time.

The Art of God // Avani Kulkarni



I’ve dreamt of this before - Poem 
By Anna Ray 

In the dark cave where nothing moves
there are bubbles of breath
echoes of sound
shadows of words
waterfalling towards infinity.

All still, all silence
until the hourglass breaks:
then a flushing meadow
of colours unforeseen
comes rushing, streaming
out of its depths.

It’s a drowning of the senses.

These trees are made
of something different,
these trees are rough
like rocky points on hillside shores
when the light lies waiting
to turn everything to green.

No nature can be
such as this: this I see
with my eye inward staring.

Whispers of thought
come back to me,
shapeless letters flow
in the distant echo
I once could hear
in this dark cave where nothing moves.

Anna Ray was born in Rome, Italy. She moved to the UK and studied English Literature at the
University of Warwick, followed by a Master's in Translation at the University of Bristol. Anna is
25 years old and lives in London, where she works as a writer, translator and holistic therapist.
Ranging from scripts to short stories and poetry, Anna's writing aims at exploring stories and
instants of emotional impact, with a focus on female and queer experiences.
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racing through the city - Poem
By Teresa Zhang

broke kids running through the city 
show them the streets 
that don’t know the tempo of their breathless runs, 
ones that will give them some closure 

from the shrieking winds of this world 
sprinkle some stardust 
on their lonely steps – so full of imperfections, 
give them some light to guide them through this night, 
the next night, and then the next 

after all, they are just kids 
who haven’t learned to sell their smiles and hopes 
in exchange for what this cruel earth has to offer, 
and I pray to God 
that they never will.

Teresa Zhang is a junior in high school, uses she/her/hers pronouns, is a Chinese-born
American, and was raised in New York. In her free time, Teresa likes to read poetry,
practice ballet in her living room, and bake Chinese pastries. Teresa's work was
published in Navigating the Maze, was a National Just Poetry Winner, and received two
gold keys at the Region-At-Large East Scholastic Writing Contest.
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WHY I HATED SPRINGTIME - Poem 
By sanjana shankar
Forthcoming in Erato Mag

You said you think of me in the spring. Daisy chains, hands interlinking, the 
remnants of winter still chafing at your cheeks: spring. I felt a part of myself 
wither at your answer.

Perhaps it is because I never liked those two weeks between the harsh cold and the blazing
summer sun. It was too fleeting, too indecisive. What good is loving 
something if it goes away so soon? I used to think. But in the beginning, you loved 
me all the same. 

Perhaps it is because I wonder; is that how you saw me? Springtime? Warm but 
not overly endearing; a slight breeze but never permafrost. Goldilocks and the 
perfect fit. Just right. Would it make me a bad person to admit I would have loved 
to be the summer? To feel the wind coursing through your hair, sand beneath 
your feet as the sky smiled down at you? The winter had some merit to it too, or 
the apple-coloured fall. The season of bundled hands and cosy hearts, sipping hot
chocolate spiked with coffee under a dozen blankets. Watching the very first snow 
of the season, the heat of our breaths keeping us warm. I remember when you 
picked the smallest snowflake out of my hair like a beautiful, fragile thing. How 
you looked at me after, like you couldn’t quite see the difference. Springtime 
means we are not forever. 

Wisteria blooms. Birds laugh - or cry - I could never tell which. It sounds 
beautiful, nonetheless. But springtime ends eventually. After the chill begins to 
thaw, you forget who rights winter’s wrongs. When you grow tired of my 
dandelion heart, my partly-cloudy-skies; you will move on to someone new. 
Someone like the ocean breeze. Someone who smiles at you like the summer sun.
Someone you love, and for you, that will be enough.

Maybe I will turn back into the cold. Hit reverse, push the sun back behind those 
clouds. Take solace that the world outside feels just as desolate as within. Or 
maybe I will smile until my teeth hurt, take spontaneous trips to the beach and 
drink in phosphene-drenched recklessness like the salt air around me. Or maybe, I 
will do nothing at all. Because: 
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Springtime means I am still growing. The grass reaches towards the sky, growing 
in clumps. Never indifferent for the life around me, the wonder. The journey. And
someday I will love again like ivy loves gravestones, like pink blossoms love 
april skies. And like I loved you.

Sana is a sixteen year old desi poet, with an affinity for cats, coffee and creative writing.
she exists solely off of pinterest boards, YA lit and copious amounts of ocean vuong. she
runs a lit mag (@filtercoffeemag on twitter) with her best friend. say hi to her on twitter at
@infinitesmals ! 
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Funeral for a Mother of Four - Poem 
By Jordan Davidson

 
The gateway gardens bloom with ash roses. Funeral flowers. On the walk to church I cut a stalk

for my lapel, dodging and dogging lines of slack soldiers, grim faced guards, gargantuan grins
blown in glass and metal windows—the buildings slake their lust with the voyerism of my steps. 

 
Before the service, a soldier meets my stomach with the end of his rifle—as I double over

coughing, I remark to him that the weather is nice today. No fire, just coal. His eyes flicker over
my contortions—he, and the buildings, and the lurkers behind the lurkers behind the buildings

are looking for the wrong crimes. The crimes I did not commit. The hymns that no longer tie my
hands to Him. They have thought me incapable of burying the dead, but they have given me too

much practice in it. Let me let go. 
 

They do not understand: I have done no wrong here. 
 

If they want a crime, they should look for me in my place of work. Between hospital beds and
cadaver heads. 

 
They should look for small rebellions measured out in morphine syringes instead of long lost

lovers and revenge fantasies. The villains have read too many story books to recognize that their
legend died crawling off the page. 

 
But I am not dead yet.

 
This is my one solace. 

 
The ash roses I lay are not for my own grave— 

 
She is resting in my place.

Jordan Davidson is an applied physics and humanities student at Yale University. She’s been
working on a shared universe since freshman year with Claire Malik, which this poem is a part 
of. Her work in this universe has previously been published in The Raven Review, Outlander 
Zine, and right here in Ice Lolly Review. For her full portfolio, please visit the link in the bio of
her Instagram page (@jdavidsonwrites).  
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there are no monsters in your closet and other fabricated comforts - Poem 
By Jackson Zuercher

find me at the fingertips of sunset in manhattan
while shells of oracled beasts roar into
the cold and the alive and the red and 
the blue and it is i who must teach the 
sanitized stars to wink, who must stop 
them from dipping a roguish lid as the
doomed sequitur follows with the clumsy 
optimism of a small child and i forget
that every cosmopolitan twig of universe that
escapes the butterfly breath of their blinks 
is measured in light years so it takes forever
and a second to come down and the light
flickers out in the studio apartment as she takes her last 
toothbrush to the canvas painting my descent 
into the amber paradise that lurks just an 
unfastened manhole away 
praying to her own gods as their 
likenesses spatter the room around her so that
when she closes her eyes at night it’s not the
face of a stranger who fancies himself a creator
but my brother’s fish murphy and tyrese but achilles’
letters to patroclus clutched in hands going blue with 
death but the too small tie dye t-shirt wrinkled in the 
back of my closet that reminds me of our childhood 
imitations of rebellion but the siren that cracks the 
ice of the fickle nighttime but the burnt gold crush 
of loving too hard and too soon and too utterly unrequited
but the star-crossed ambience of a great city hurtling steadfast 
towards the end of its own humanity.

Jackson Zuercher is a 17-year-old writer, filmmaker, and Hawaiian shirt enthusiast from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. When he's not creating things, you can find him playing
tennis, drinking coffee, watching Pixar movies, or going for nighttime drives with his
friends. 
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Date Night With Manic Pixie Dream Girl - Poem 
By Sylvi Stein

I’m still finding the empty spaces 

left by boys who took what they found 
in her for themselves. I say, you have to stop 

dyeing your hair, it's bad for your roots. 
In the bathroom, she does her eyeliner 

as I brush my teeth, and I watch her 
in the mirror. She sees her ex 

in the grocery store parking lot, but 
he doesn't recognize her. Later, I kiss 

her knuckles and then her fingers, one 
by one. She tells me why she thinks 

Quentin Tarantino is a misogynist. But 
I still like that part in Pulp Fiction 

where they dance, I say, and she nods. She 
smiles, like she's about to quote Whitman 

at me, but she doesn't. I may be a poet, 
but I'm not dead yet. I take her somewhere normal 

like the movie theater, and we kiss in the back 
row but only during the car chases and we keep 

our eyes open—we need to know if the dog 
dies. Neither of us want the movie 
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to end like that.

Sylvi Stein (she/her) is an undergraduate at Columbia University. Her writing has
been published by Orotone Journal, AYASKALA Magazine, and Rattle, among
others. In her spare time, Sylvi can be found wandering the aisles of used book
stores, even though she has more than enough to read at home.
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Promises - Poem 
By Paw Yu Xin

Your back is more tired than your mother’s. 
            The masseur’s Mandarin imprints something deeper than my skin. 
I am easier with eucalyptus, more supple than 
            a typical heatmap. Through the recess I watch her dark apparitions, 
great ordinary reflexes to my snares. It is today 
            my muscles shall warm up to a stranger than myself. While mass 

escapes from my totality, my reason is equally painstaking. I sieve through
            lost time, lost scenes, for all the methods 
by which we promise. The most primal and pious: pinkies encircling, little 
            bones yoking their masters to momentary 
paradigms. Then, we grow into boring shapes, or, what we fall short of 
            proving. When had my nerves modeled 
  
such curving and committing, when had they begun to promise multiply, 
            conscientiously, unrecognisable from knots. 
So I descend, unlearn, let her knead away the vestigial. Leaving the 
            windchimes later, my breaths will be less 
like heaves: such is the smallness of rebirth. I wish my body knew earlier 
 
             it was always my lover,  
             though not in that kind of way.

Paw Yu Xin is an eighteen-year-old based in Singapore, whose other poems can be found
in the borderline and Filter Coffee Zine.
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to the people afraid of sweetness - Poem 
By Amelia Nason

to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who dread the grams of sugar written on labels 
of candy bars that flavored their childhoods 
but now taste more like numbers than nostalgia 

to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who realized you catch more flies with honey 
and would rather starve in vinegared reality 
than be force fed ambrosial falsehoods 

to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who chase away illness with straight quinine 
because a spoonful of sugar to make medicine go down
isn’t much help if the sugar is what tastes bad 

to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who gorged themselves on so much caramel affection 
that it stuck their swollen lips together 
and they could not call for help through the gluttony 

to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who know the most succulent fruit comes off a poison tree 
so arsenic dribbles down their chins instead of nectar 
because eve was also promised the apple of her eye 

to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who understand that lies taste so saccharine 
merely because we want to believe them 
while truth curdles old and sour on the tongue 

to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who have learned that niceties are not what they seem 
and don’t believe love can taste like chamomile tea 
instead of throat-scalding cherry cough syrup 
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to the people afraid of sweetness; 
who found vices in emotion or delusion or addiction 
it is human to fear what we don’t understand 
and we’re not sure why sweet tastes different on every tongue

amelia nason is a seventeen-year-old writer from portland, oregon. she is a next
generation indie award finalist, a scholastic award winner, and an alumna of the
interlochen arts academy summer intensive. when she isn’t writing, amelia fences
competitively and enviously reads the acknowledgements sections of her favorite books.
you can find her on twitter @amelia_emn.
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Falling for the Moon - Poem 
By Nargis Jameel
Previously published in'Moment in Love' curated by Papertowns publishers.

As I walk by,
On a dark, lonely night,
My head hung low,
Walking with the flow,
Making my way through the puddles,
Mind, in a state of muddle.

Then something catches my eyes,
As I walk by,
Something following me slyly.
I pause, and look behind,
And find it to be the sky,
Casting the image of its diamond,
On the water below.

I trace my gaze above,
And watch it with eyes-wide,
As the pale golden moon appears,
From behind the dark silvery sheen.

My despair fades away,
Just like the clouds in front,
It's eternal beauty leaves me bewitched,
And I fall deeper and deeper in love.

I stand still,
Listening to my heartbeat
And capturing the blissful moment in my mind.

Just as I decide to stay there forever,
My love begins to slide,
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Behind those dark clouds,
I protest, which goes in vain,
And I'm left alone again,
On a dark, lonely night.

Nargis Jameel, a 21 year old, is a full-time dreamer, who is learning perspective.
She lives in India and aspires to exist and be identified in this lost world. A
bibliophile, she speaks in metaphors, escapes in her books and finds herself with
pens and paintbrushes. The world often compels her to write. Seeks inner peace by
exploring nature.
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Progress Is On Its Way - Poem 
By Haylie Parkison

Giant skyscrapers, vacant malls,
Progress is on its way,

Honking cars, blaring drills,
Progress is on its way.

Rancid drains, putrid garbage,
Progress is on its way,

Dusty breeze, oily river,
Progress is on its way.

Bare trees, arid soil,
Progress is on its way,

Heavy rain, submerged roads,
But progress is on its way, right?

Haylie Parkison is a English Language and Literature major who enjoys expressing
herself through literature and writing. She hails from Malaysia and has been writing since
they were in high school. Besides writing, Haylie also loves to draw and listens to K-pop
groups such as Red Velvet and LOONA in their free time.
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PINK N♀ISE - Poem 
By Danae Younge
Previously published in Rust + Moth Journal

When you were nothing, your parents cut off the tongue of a horse and showed it to your
relatives as a gender reveal. They ate dissected guavas from the supermarket. Your fifth birthday,
you took off your shirt like a boy at the pool and ran down the block. Mother’s screaming behind
you. Magenta in the mere footprints of the wind, the same color as your clothes; an alternative.
Now you investigate the branches. Hear paper leaves shivering, testing their fruits. Some fall like
frozen iguanas, candescent like the sequins on a mini dress. Pink fingers frost a tree’s tangled
intestines in preparation for the reaping. Pretend by fidgeting your own. Wonder if that’s why
you found an ice cube in your chest after refusing to climb down the sycamore. The
neighborhood boys could see straight up your skirt; even while wearing skin, lace was the only
thing blushing. Lifespans dot the ground as they hit: How long. What age. Doze off to ambience
and question the relative danger of living amidst the invisible. Reconsider the shiv of your
mother’s voice; femininity dripping in stallion’s blood. A transaction flayed to the colored bone.

Danae Younge is a four-time award-winning poet and an editor for Kalopsia Literary Journal. At
twenty years old, Danae’s work has been internationally recognized by Driftwood Press,
Salamander Magazine, The Wax Paper, and over forty other publications as well as five
worldwide print anthologies. Her debut chapbook, Melanin Sun (−) Blind Spots, won the
National Federation of State Poetry Societies’ college undergraduate competition, and was given
the Florence Kahn Memorial award. She currently studies creative writing in Los Angeles. Get
updates on the book and read more of her work at www.danaeyounge.com 
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in conversation with chang’e - Poem 
By Chiu-yi Rachel Ngai

a supplicant on my knees, i bow my head 
to a goddess bright and round
to her sunburnt glow
            golden, yellow
            like my skin in the dark
backlit by the artificial light of my house
i kowtow on grass cold and wet 

i whisper folk songs under my breath
off-key and rusty, a flute left too long in its case
                                    and a voice berates me 
                                    for using flute instead of dizi

i wish for my sadness to be profitable
                                             phoenix tears
not this that trickles down
the palm-bruised backside 
                            of the pipa on my thigh
                            of the hands holding it there
wasting away and seeping 
into the dirt-stained qipao tight against my chest 

the little yellow girl
            the colour of a neon highlighter, i joke 
hiding behind words made with twenty-seven letters
i broke my throat to learn
            behind poetry and prose and praise from 
a language so convoluted, so torn apart 
it haunted me in the phoneme ch 

i carve the letters of shame
            the strokes of cankui 
into my bones, carry them with the heavy gazes 
                        of a moon who watched my ancestors 
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                          of a mother who watched my baby chest
rising and falling under a doctor’s
                                         glinting blade 

i 
            the little yellow girl
baptized by yellow light
        gasp dead melodies
and choke on syllables gifted from a mother
                                                from a father
ngai, my name, wei      
            魏, with the girl and ghost radicals
guaimui, ghost girl
            a name gifted to pale colonizers
the name of those who claim but do not belong 

Chiu-yi Rachel Ngai (she/her) is seventeen and a high school student from Hong Kong.
Currently studying in Arkansas, she works closely with Footnotes, her school's award-
winning literary magazine, and with SeaGlass Literary, Intersections Magazine, and
Project Said. She is the winner of Rider University's 41st High School Short Story Writing
Contest and the Senior High Sybil Nash Abrams Memorial Poetry Contest as well as the
recipient of the Arkansas Scholastic Press Association's 2022 Literary Magazine Writer of
the Year award. Her work can be found in Words and Whispers, Blue Marble Review, and
Cathartic Youth Literary Magazine among others. 
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When spring leaves too quickly to plant forget-me-nots - Poem
By Kaydance Rice

            The days I find myself falling between betweens
and openings, I sit here. Trying to remember 
                        what it feels like to touch grass and twist
  
                         it into knots. Once you told me never to cross
the gods and other days you begged
            me to. All I’ll come here for is the decay

            and sunflower seeds. I’ll follow the daffodils 
from broken glass and rusted nails. Whatever 
                        happened to late nights watching worms 

                        burrow into the ground? I’ll kiss  
your eyelashes as we wake up 
            if you promise not to leave

            until morning. Why not wait for locusts 
to cover our eyes 
                        before disappearing? Honey — please          don’t 

                        forget 
                                    to forget me and I’ll plant  
           you another primrose. 

Kaydance Rice is a 16 year old writer from Grand Rapids Michigan and is currently
attending Interlochen Arts Academy. Kaydance’s work has been recognized by the
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards having received several regional recognitions as well
as national best in grade and gold medal recognitions. Kaydance’s work can be found in
Élan Magazine, Fledge, Cargoes, and the Interlochen Review. In her free time, Kaydance
can be found baking caramel cookies, playing the viola, and spending time with her plants. 
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in a flooded old-money town - Poem 
By Vivian Huang 

There are daughters who sit poised 
            like the pretty brides 
& rest in top-hilled
mansions with their fathers who earn 
     infinity. they don’t scream 
                  when a cigarette 
drops on the cow-hide million-dollar carpet 
            burns a hole in them & stinks
                        the whole place of must & nicotine & silent
whispers of hush 
            they know they are in 
                        hell like a burning effigy 
                                    waiting to hear a familiar three-count
waiting for arms jangled with plastic beads & worn string
to hug around their neck
            let them cry their tears throw 
                         away the bonnet that sits on their
golden locks soiled only because
           they are called beautiful by the 
                      strangers in their town who don’t blink
an eye to the god-damned ugly pigs 
           who grip swords only for prized elephants
they are daughters
           sit still in the blinking room
                       look pretty
                                  because they are only girls
in the town flooded in hog piss.

Vivian Huang is a sixteen-year-old incoming junior from Irvine, California. Her poetry is
published or forthcoming in The Lumiere Review, The Paper Crane Literary Journal,
Detester Magazine, and The Road To Find Magazine. She has also been recognized by the
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards. When she is not writing, she can be found watching
old movies or advocating for social justice. 
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A Sinner's Peace - Poem 
By Ananya Vinay
 
this scorching summer burns away a fragile peace
                 a palm tree’s crown frozen in its mitosis
                    the tiger lilies sag under shriveled roots
                                     yet there is sanctity in the dragons and fairies
                                                                in the stars above spiral roofs
                still the stars remain constricted by smoke
                                         glimmer dimmed to a ghost
         but every sentence dances on one ivory key
                            notes build adagios
                                   assemble haunting concertos
                       an echo nor sage nor rosemary
                    breath too pure for accidental sinners
 
instead savor the angels climbing Orion’s tendrils
            filter their bliss, scour their dismay
                    letters resurrect a shaded peace
                            when speech lies in an unknown void
     I watch the beauty for sale
               and beg the yellow blooms to whisper
                                whisper this tale
                                                  of rare suspension
                                                                   strung along an uncertain trapeze
 
the cracks in this peace are too soon to hold
                                               too late to salvage
                                                                           anything but sand-glass and grit
              this valley’s heat sprouts wedges in a hesitant peace
                  these words form silver bars
                           lock pain and deception into a trellised cage
                     the ivy silences the latent tune
                               the broadcast of metaphors evaporated
                    these futile line breaks tossed aside
          to toe these faultlines, I cross the mountains and the seas
                     abandon verse on the highway, every tire deflated
           run my fingers over boulder-black scrawls
                   wince at the coarseness of the spaces
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I dread the rising mercury
                  for my peace will shatter
                                       at one more surge
            this castle of words too precarious to stand
    this cloud ballet hops between epiphany and escape
               every burn turn my castle far from the hearth
                        for every truth burns too bright to bear
                the golden chalice is impervious to thorns
                                 not I
                                 not I - scarred at every touch
                                 pirouette around the scales in gabled windows
                                      to reside in yellowed grass
                                   not I - brush layered wounds under foundation
                                        hide every missed cue, lost whisper
                                                   fed to the ghosts of my grandfathers
 
                      this peace already broken
                                 soon to collapse under stubborn heat
                            not only is this peace too weak
                                         but my spirit flags midstride
                                                      a reservoir exhausted by spring
                                                       a current galloping in circles
 
 
                I climb back into this peace shattered beyond repair
                            for the dappled interference enchants the anxious sea
          my cage is now an aviary
                  every bird chants a rainbow of tales
                            revives an infinite tower of image
                  there is no other cage I would have
                           no key worth dividing my stanzas
                 with the flooding of the sand, the time has come
                     to leap from a futile peace
                                into a wildfire of galaxies

Ananya Vinay is a 17-year-old rising senior from Fresno, California. She enjoys reading,
writing, and discovering the why's of the world through science. She is the author of a poetry
collection, Dewdrops on the Mind. 
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pray you won’t have to but you may have to go through a baby book alphabetically to find
this answer because men are more benevolent than gods, sometimes - Poem
By Rachel Alarcio
After “Rumpelstiltskin” by the Brothers Grimm. 

At the end of a stream of water—which was blue like topaz—
babbling so, did a red and white-striped Kellogs cereal mill lay.

Crafty, clever, and shrewd was the miller’s daughter that Mr. Ernox
did proclaim to the king, “My darling daughter can spin straw,

ere sunrise, into glimmering gold rings, convert hay into elements Mendeleev
found not, and create the best-crocheted plushies on an Etsy shop.” “Thou

givest the girl to me, and thy hypothesis thou shall provest.”
“Here, girl. Spin this yellow feed into a metal most worthy, this

is your first test.” “I’m no Athena, no Arachne, just a mere daughter,
just a mere mortal. How does this impossible task correlate to my IQ?”

“King Gaius has commanded you to do this. Best find a way, dearest. Stop
lying about your deficiencies and believe in Him. Faith always brings.” So

Mr. Ernox’s eldest daughter was shut in the chamber of the dingy castle dungeon,
nearly driven to madness at the futility of alchemy when a dwarf of a man disturbed the sanctum.

“O young woman, tell me: why do you weep and weep and weep? “All
Papa wants for me is to believe and achieve. He fancies me to be a peacock,

queen material. Please. It would take me a miracle to make silver beads out of a glass of O.J.!
Rings of gold my ass.” The dwarf patted her hand and proposed to her a deal. “Then I

shall do your impossible task, for a fee.” First, she traded her necklace made from myrrh.
Then, the silver ring on her finger. Each time, the straw was spun into one sparkling gold log.

Unsatisfied by the first two batches of gold, King Gaius got greedy and decreed if,
verily, twelve giant bales of straw were to be spun into precious gold, he

would take her hand in marriage. In the darkness, the daughter wept, defeated.
“X me out, already! Strike me from The Book of Life. I have nothing to give you mercantilistic
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yeoman.” “When you are Queen, give me your firstborn.” So the babe emerged from the womb.
Zach, he was called and he cooed. Again, she wept and the dwarf took pity. “Let’s play trivia.”

21-year-old Los Angeles-born Filipino-American Rachel Alarcio’s work has appeared in or is
forthcoming in two award-winning WriteGirl anthologies, Primeval Monster, Zero Readers, The
Bitchin’ Kitsch, Exposition Review, at LAX’s Terminal 7-8, and elsewhere. They are a Scholastic
Art & Writing Awards Silver Medalist in Short Story. She is currently working towards her B.A. in
English from Kalamazoo College. Find them @rachelalarcio on Twitter, @raechillout on
Instagram, and rachelalarcio.com. 
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one day, instead of twirling weeds, i will hold your hand - Poem 
By Skye Preston

i.           i yank weeds from beneath my feet as you tell me a story
—a story of friends, of fiction, of dreams that flirt with reality
a story of crisp apple pies and sand washed summer-bared feet,
a story so intriguing that i lean forward, chest shadowing
my criss crossed legs in the heat of the mid afternoon sun.
ii.          i twirl grass on my pointer finger as you meet my eyes. 
hold.      o n e  m i s s i s s i p p i.           look away, break the gaze.
we carousel around the other’s stare, taking turns meeting,
and leaving, but always coming back. the sun burns
the back of my neck as your eyes melt my insides to liquid gold.
iii.         i push my nails through daisy stems as your fingers flit
over my knee. your head is thrown back in a buoyant laugh, cheeks
popping beneath squinty eyes and i wish, i wish i wish we were
connected more than just soft hand to leggings. as i break away
from your gaze, my eyes fall to the dark green crescent moons
i have imprinted on the lithe stems of the daisies i have yanked
from the ground. twisting and snapping the flimsy green filament
provides half-hearted relief from the dull ache that crawls through
the 30 muscles of my left hand, seeping into my bones and begging me 
to twist my fingers with yours, thumbs tracing knuckles and smoothing
over nails. but that is not the case, at least, that is not yet the case.
today, my hands mingle with the earth.
tomorrow, i hope, i pray, they will mingle with yours.

Skye Preston is a 14 year old from California. In her free time, you can find her
writing, drawing, and listening to or playing music.
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Genesis of a Pearl - Poem 
By Claire Pinkston 

Because I spent a season running from it, eyes folded, only to succeed as far as circling the same 
piece of grit, clenched, as it was, like a heart. 

Because deuil, the French word for mourning, disappears reflexively into the back of the throat 
as though, even in speech, the body longs to hold on to what has been taken. 

             Because I am as far away from the French language as I am you, which is to say, I hold                  
her hand partly to make myself real. 

                                                      Because I am learning there are many types of freedom. 
Camus says: let us say there was no apple, no fall. Let us say that this life, in its purest form, can 
be stripped to the Absurd, and, from its rib, Man. 

                    Adam says: how, then, do we live with ourselves when there is nowhere left to hide? 

As a last stand against loneliness, my grandmother chose to die, starved herself until her heart
collapsed as her family looked on; her own eyes glazed with dementia. 

When it was over, my mother took a thirty-minute work call as my father sobbed in the kitchen,
softly, so as to not make any noise 

     & the girl says together we will move past tragedy, I promise, and I almost believe her, I really 
                do, her face split open like a deer in the forest, staring down the light of a killing thing– 

                                             4/15/2022        Meanwhile I am 17 today. 

Meanwhile the girl and I are dancing because joy is hard-won, we know this. 

I will be my own Sisyphus, then. 
            I will make a mountain of my grief.

 

Claire Pinkston is a biracial Black poet and writer from the San Francisco Bay Area. Her work has
been previously recognized at the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards. She is seventeen years old.
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h e a t w a v e s o f ‘ 5 8 - Poem 
By Belle 

Fluid form, shapeless skin
summer sealed us
in lockets of         youth
with staggering bikes on
quivering pavement
       bubbles blown from
half-toothless smiles
with dried earth     between toes
biscuits, swimsuits and
sun-kissed hair     we were 
spirits made from dreams
pegged by the shoulders
and
hung out to dry.

Belle is a teen writer and poet who enjoys reading and digital editing. She is in 
the process of writing her first novel and poetry book. You can find more of her 
writing on Instagram @unimaginabelle.
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COMPOTE - Poem 
By McCaela Prentice

my peach pit chipped 
tooth throbs and something     dances 
red       down the drain.

I am so lucky
for the sweet things- for dental 
insurance and     orchards.

I think of you
and your stone fruit allergy.
you poor thing. you might make this
about       you.

I will make the appointment
Friday. you would be an awful dentist-  
like girls better             with their mouths shut.

oh thank God for peaches- for platelets 
and for screaming       so loud my voice
churns crimson.

McCaela Prentice (she/her) is living in Astoria, NY. She is 25 years old. Her poems have
previously appeared in Hobart, Ghost City Review, and Perhappened. Her debut chapbook
“Junk Drawer Heart” was published in 2020 by Invisible Hand Press.
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attachment inevitably leads to demise - Poem 
By Sage Lai 

your impermanence was never a warning but rather an overt 
repudiation of any covenant that i failed to comprehend. never 
were you a friend; you are a fiend who tears truth and promise 
like wings from the body of a delicate butterfly, soft words oozing 
from your ravenous maw like golden ichor, an odious, syrupy treacle. 

but you became my debauchery — immersion into a bacchanalian 
revelry characterized by a nature of cruel ephemerality, hedonism 
raised to the utmost power of oblivion. i wanted to be embossed 
by you, etched in gold, until the aureate glow eclipsed my rotten soul. 
make me into an image of your pulchritude, and maybe if i don’t 
fail, i won’t choke on lies when i fucking tell myself that i’m enough. 

we are intertwined for a reason i keep trying to conceal deep inside: 
when i’m around you, it’s easy to forget that the emptiness is there. 
the gaping hole — you transcend the vacancy nestled within my soul. 
you make the hollowness go into hiding, drape a veil over everything, 
cover it all in a glaceéd veneer. take my glass heart. display it on a platter. 
… i should have known you’d betray my trust before you let it shatter. 

perhaps i could have stopped us before we careened off the precipice 
and lost ourselves to darkness. i should have acted when i started to 
question if the flames burning in your eyes were love or ire, when i 
found i couldn’t differentiate between your hugs and sweet briars, 
when i began to measure self-preservation by your fragile joviality. 

the auguries pierced like daggers, but i was tantalised by the beauty 
of being wanted, enticing as a ruby-red apple. you made me forget 
that appearances contrive to deceive. i listened to every word that 
curled off your silver tongue of thorns. when you held the goblet to 
my lips, i swallowed my grimace and asked you why i felt so bitter inside. 
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yet this will never happen again; i’ve learned my lesson and become wise: people
will only ever offer lies, and attachment inevitably leads to demise. 

Sage Lai (they/them) is a sixteen-year-old Vietnamese poet residing in
Massachusetts with their growing collection of houseplants. To them, poetry is a
form of catharsis — a purge of turbulent emotions — and they particularly enjoy
writing whilst listening to My Chemical Romance. They are an esoteric logophile
who loves dark academia, giraffes, museums and reading. Do follow them on
Instagram @cathartic_vomit.
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Moving Day - Poem 
By Jessica Daniel

The words ‘I love you’ can be interpreted as 
‘I will come back,’ which is what 
I mean to say when I close a book by folding 
away corners. It is what I mean to say 
when I place the trunk in the car, full of all 
necessary miscellany, and do not 
turn off the stove. I leave the shot glasses at 
home. I give you my second-favorite 
knit sweater. This is what it means to dog 
ear the page of a book. As I drive, 
only barely tethered to the highway, you call 
me to describe how the house 
has burned down. I hear the wool beneath 
your teeth, and I ask if my books, 
at least, have survived the fire. Your scoff 
can be interpreted as 
‘You careless child’ or possibly ‘I love you too.’
I smile at the sky above distant 
mountains, red like graduation banners. 
I imagine that there is vodka 
in the shot glasses, also alight. You must know 
that my silence, my hands loose 
on the steering wheel, and the flooding basement 
you have yet to uncover—surely 
you understand that I ruin books only so 
you can look at the crease 
and remember always I was once there.

Jessica Daniel is a Malayali-American student with a strong passion for tea and music. Her
poetry is published or forthcoming in The Augment Review, Misery Tourism, and Crashtest
Magazine. She is sixteen years old. 
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Maan, Main Ghar Hoon // Ma I’m Home - Poem 
By Shriya Mkumar
Previously published on Erato Mag

Ma, I'm Home 
The combined scent of flowers and ghee made me feel slightly sick.
But how could I complain, with a roof to call home and fresh milk delivered daily?  
coconut oil seeping through my roots. I miss these roots. Ma, I'm home.
The rooms are too alive and we are not, We lay low like a bending bookshelf, 
there's towering weight in the words we speak, and I can't bear it any longer.
Ma, I’ve spent too much time tallying our pain. Too much time causing it. 
I'm sorry for the missed calls, even the phone seemed afraid to let its ring return to India. 
The spicy, masala engulfed meals after millennia of bland, soaked in butter and 
too-sweet. Curry painting my fingertips and turmeric staining my palm.
Chilies, red and powdered, green and chopped.
Ma, each conversation has broken into porcelain afterthoughts, 
I know how much you treasure the glamour, the perfection, the dining table. 
Ma, main thak gaya hoon, roz tumase apana parichay karaate-karate thak gaya hoon. 
(Ma, I'm tired, tired of introducing myself to you every day) and no pillow can drown this with
sleep.
It's a sickly feeling, raw honey dripping through my skin, and rosewater painting my eyes. 
Ma, I'm home. Where are you? 

Shriya Mkumar (she/her) is a 15-year-old desi poet with a love for brownies, books, and busy
days. She is the co-founder and EIC of Filter Coffee Zine, her work has been published or is
forthcoming in various platforms like Gen Control Z, Bibliopunk Lit, Tiger Zine, Erato Mag, 
and more. Say hi to her on Twitter @filtercoffeemag or @riiwritess!
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elegy to early-life crises - Poem 
By Anna Lin 

to tell the truth: we were all wrong.
to tell the truth: we were all right, at different, fleeting points, our bright bands and dark bands failing to 
overlap, and that’s why we were all wrong. 

the road is unbearably long, and it is wonderfully long. the longer we have, the more infinite the 
possibility, and the more terrifying the enormity of it. every day our five fingers press through the 
invisible webs of light and make a tangled-up mess of them, forcing open holes so we can stumble
forward through the golden fields and into the sea. once we’re standing knee-deep in saltwater, the breeze 
a gasp and a kiss, we look around and find other people looking around, confused. 

we look back at the path, but find that it’s closed. not gone, just closed. some of us will go back. some of 
us will try to cross the ocean to see if there’re any crystals on the other side. and the rest of us will stay, 
raising our wet arms to the sky to see if the threads are visible yet. if they’ve snapped yet.

come on. come on! come on. the microwave’s still got five minutes to go, and the popsicles are melting. 
the sun’s overhead, and it’ll be overhead a couple thousand times more. let’s go & be wrong, life’s fools. 

Anna Lin is a 17-year-old in the United States that enjoys eating, reading, and taking pictures of the sky. 
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Body, Forgive Me - Creative Nonfiction
By Naomi Carr

Sometimes, I miss my thigh gap, though not very often. 

Only when someone asks if I still dance do I begin to remember how to hate my body. I
close my eyes and visualize the ornate leotards I grew up in, how they hugged my ribs so
finely when I sucked in my stomach so hard I forgot how to breathe. I can almost feel the
negative space between my bones again, how the contours of my empty body glistened
under the fluorescent studio lights. Only then do I remember how it felt to be a feather of a
girl, hollowed-out and weightless in pointe shoes on black marley. And as I become lost in
the enigma that I once was, the innocent twelve-year-old dancer emerges out of these joys
that I’ve learned to call suffering, and I watch the ballet instructor teach the girl the art of
self-hatred and starvation. 

I watch the mirrors warp the shape of her body. I watch food slowly disappear from her
plate. I listen closely as the blonde instructor teaches the girl to not only perfect her
technique but her physique as well. 

“You should not have enough fat on your body to have boobs or a butt.” 

Challenge accepted. 

⁕ 
 

Sometimes, I miss my thigh gap. 

While I watch my parents gleam as they tell the story of my birth, I remember what it was
like to be skinny. I can’t ignore the tinge of pride in their voices recalling the four-pound
bundle of emptiness I was—so small that I scared the doctors. So small that I had to wear
preemie clothes as a full-term baby. So small that doctors said to gorge me with avocado
and butter, yet I was raised on fat-free milk and turkey bacon and learned to love the
thinness that my doctors feared. And as this bundle of emptiness learned to crawl and walk
and count far too early, I blurred the lines between love and addiction. 

⁕ 

I miss my thigh gap. 
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I finally uninstalled my calorie-tracking apps the other day—not because I really wanted
to, but because I needed the space on my phone. There were five of them. I didn’t even
know I had that many. I know that they had long overstayed their welcome, but I kept them
for sentimental reasons. Like how I surrender myself to jasmine green tea once in a while,
for sentimental reasons, or how I still don’t eat donuts. For sentimental reasons. 

Body, please know there was sentiment behind your starvation. This was not reckless
endangerment—no, I meticulously followed the instruction manual. Your destruction was
carefully calculated for your benefit. 

I know I didn’t ask for permission, so I beg for forgiveness. 

⁕ 
 

My thigh gap. 

The clump of hair glares back at me from the shower drain, and I feel judged by everything
I’ve denied and stripped and carved from myself to be this thin which is never thin enough.
How much does a strand of hair weigh? Perhaps I’ll never know, which is why they fall in
fistfuls to their deaths on the shower floor. 

The showerhead, never ceasing its fire of frigid bullets against my bare back, steals any
warmth left from my body. Showers are supposed to be warm, and girls aren’t supposed to
starve themselves, and girls aren’t supposed to take cold showers to burn off the extra
calories because they forgot to starve themselves. And so I cry. My tears, the only source
of warmth in this icebox, are the futile flashlight in miles of blackout because this eternal
coldness has haunted my bones for the last nine months. Not even my tears can warm me.
So my tears flow with the freezing water and fall down the drain with my hair and plague
me like the colds and flus and thoughts of death I can’t seem to shake. 

⁕ 

My thigh gap. 

38 hours. I haven’t eaten in over 38 hours, I tell him. A new record, I tell him. This fatal
silence alone could sustain me for days. 
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And I know in this moment that I will have the misfortune of always knowing that there is
no proper way to respond to a girl when she tells you she’s starved herself into oblivion.
Yet my words linger as an answerless riddle awaiting the answer that’s inevitably wrong.

So he tells me to eat, but I don’t eat. And he probably tells me he loves me or some bullshit
like that to convince me to eat, but I don’t eat. I learn to swallow the innocent lies and half-
hearted concern, and the sweet taste of this power play is enough to feed me. 

⁕ 
 

My thigh gap. 

The mirror scrutinizes my body, deciding which version of me to reflect today: the skinny
girl, the fat girl, the battered girl, the mask. My body takes up far too much space inside the
mirror’s rounded borders, so I condemn my body for taking up any space at all. The mirror,
angered by my audacity to exist in its presence, spits out the version of me I’ve grown to
expect. 

Delicate bones thrust themselves forward from behind my pale skin, and I devour them
with my gaze, preying on any proof of suffering. I count my ribs with ease. As the empty
space between my bones whispers my name, I feel a sick pride as I visualize him sliding his
fingers between the depressions of my ribcage. I feel the twisted satisfaction of knowing
how easily he could break my body. 

My unmade bed meets my body as I throw myself onto the pillows, fantasizing about his
body on top of mine, pressing me down into a void, forcing me out of existence altogether.
I imagine him suffocating me with the pillows, snapping my spine, doing anything to coax
the life out of me before I can’t outrun the hunger anymore. I can only hope he kills me
before I do. 

⁕ 

Sometimes, I miss my thigh gap, though not very often.

Only when she trails the tips of her fingers across my skin do I begin to forget how I’ve
hated my body. I close my eyes and quiet my mind as she entangles her hands in my hair, 
extracting the hatred and sorrow and guilt from me until there is nothing left except our 
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two bodies in a sweet air of silence. I am more than skin and bones beneath her hands, and I
wish for her to do anything but break my body because she holds me in a way as if to say
that skin and bones were never meant to be broken. And in this infinite moment of
unutterable emotion, I know I am forgiven. 

⁕ 

Naomi Carr is a seventeen-year-old student from the San Francisco Bay Area. She has found
a home in creative nonfiction, and her work has been featured in Blue Marble Review and is
forthcoming in grain of salt mag. When she isn't writing, Naomi enjoys long walks through
parks and indie music. 
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In the Hands of Time - Fiction
By Aleena Rose 

           Daffodils still grew over my toes. Were they daffodils? My life had crept past me,
weaving through my fingers and tickling the edges of my hair, until I knew nothing but her
face. She was kind, and still brought me into each dawn with gentle hands. The light was
what pieced my heart together as the years tore it apart, and the dreams that came to me in
the colorful skies painted my blood in hope.  
          Around me, I didn’t find many dreamers. They were stone-faced, cold beings, who
kept their eyes to the ground and their lips in a stern line. Not a song could drip from their
tongue, or a wish from their mind, or the humanely passion to simply bend and run a hand
through the daffodils below us. On many days, I wondered if they even noticed them.  
          The first girl came when the city was young, but now, they’ve aged. Still, youth hugs
her skin, taming the places where her face should be stiff and her eyes should be sharp. Her
skirts are lifeless, the patterns lost to a wash long ago. She always looks at the Sun as it
crests over the world, an unsaid longing that the coming light will bring hope that shifts the
path of her life, but her posture is weak when the Sun later falls. 
         Then there’s the boy. A polite gentleman, polished to be a source of gentility in the
face of an existence that shuns it. A leather cap, a satchel with papers eager to stretch their
edges out and taste the sugar that chokes the spring air. Shoes that have lost their gleam, and
have been chipped at the heel. Time has taken her time playing with the small creature, and
in the years to come, he will be a wonderful thing for her to devour with ivy and flowers that
crawl over him like a second skin. For now, he holds a wonderful smile.  
         A woman always stands behind them both. In some lifetime, she may have been a
goddess, and touched upon the skies that her eyes always watched. She was a friend of the
stars; they bled into her eyes and highlighted the curves of her billowing gown. They
crowned her a beacon of the night, and her light embraced the rest of us in the heavier
nights. If she ever spoke, I imagine she would have a lovely voice. In the seasons where the
air nipped at my skin and roughened each thought into something bitter, I pleaded with her
stars. They were the creatures, if nobody else, to wrench the song from her tongue.  
         But each time my eyes fell upon her, whether in the day’s arms or the night’s cloak,
she held her lips closed.  
         A little chill skittered down my spine as the wind snaked through the park. Here, what
were we if not immortal? The girl stared at the Sun’s descent—surely it could never quite
forget her eyes. The boy’s cap would tumble down the streets or wash away in the current of
a great sea after it tumbled from his hair, taking a part of him where his soul could no longer
step. That woman and her magnificent stars. Always wistful to return to 
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her ethereal.  
          Days. Weeks. Months. Years. Tumbling from one into another, stretching through
until we were a fine line that could end nowhere else but each other. Time tied our hands
together as spring was buried by snow, and the leaves painted themselves in warmth in their
final stance of defiance.  
          The sea lapped at the tip of land. Waves crested over their boundaries. 
          Creatures were banished from this world. Forests fell around us. 
          At the crossroads, we still stood. Around us, Earth sank to her knees, but what were
we if not immortal? The girl’s skirts were robbed of the little color remaining. The boy’s cap
began to fray. Tears stained the woman’s cheeks as her beloved stars began to blink and
retreated behind the night sky, one by one.  
          But what were we if not immortal? Trees took root in the spaces where asphalt once
lay. Buildings toppled. Nature reclaimed her throne, and the daffodils at my feet flourished.
         On Earth’s final day, I raised my eyes from the flowers. Four souls, still standing as
one. Their stone bodies had chipped and snapped, leaving ivy to protect what remained.
Their faces were distorted, as desperately as their makers had tried to immortalize their
beauty.  
          I looked down at my own soul. Cracks pressed into the lines of my heart, and
blossoms crowned the softening folds of my mind. Time smiled apologetically. I had never,
in the face of all her years, moved from my position. It was the curse of immortality,
perhaps, to find yourself trapped in something that would be yours forever.  
          For whatever time remained of ‘forever,’ I would be a servant of nature. Time.
Daffodils and the company of these eternal spirits.  
          What was a statue of what had once wandered this wonderful existence if not
immortal?

Aleena Rose is a 16-year-old high school student from New York who adores the stories that
take people beyond this world. When not plotting another angsty fantasy romance, she can
be found consuming an ungodly amount of cranberry tea or sharing writing tips for her
community on Instagram. 
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Merely a Leaf - Creative Nonfiction
By Ayah Najarbashi
Previously published in Seaglass Lit  

            I remember being four. 
            I remember my scabbed knees and dirt-strewn cheeks as I chased my best friend,
Zahra Mahmoud, across the playground between our brick apartment buildings. Sneakers
squeaking against the rubber ground, our game of tag lasted until we were red in the face,
collapsed against the ground, and giggling at each other’s mussed ponytails. 
           “Do you want me to braid your hair?” Zahra asked me, tugging a loose strand.   
            Impressed that she already knew how to braid, and knowing Mama would get angry
if she saw my locks as messy as they were, I let Zahra lead me to a towering maple tree. We
sat in its shade, strands of my hair in Zahra’s fingers, watching the last traces of blue sky
burn orange. 
          “Yasmine, it’s time to go!” Mama’s voice called behind us in Arabic. Zahra hurriedly
tied off my braid, and we rose to our feet. 
            Waving goodbye to Zahra over my shoulder, I dashed to the edge of the playground.
“Bye-bye! See you tomorrow!” 
            Mama smiled, adjusted her hijab, and took my hand to guide me home. I remember
being four, and knowing with all the conviction my tiny heart possessed, that this was the
extent of the entire world. 

             I remember being five. It was a humid June afternoon, and the kindergarten teachers
had herded us into the crowded gym bustling with other five-year-olds and parents alike. 
            “Attention, kiddos and caregivers!” Ms. Scott was saying into the microphone atop
the stage in her bright green dress. “It’s time to gather for the graduation ceremony!”
             Suddenly every foot in the gym stopped moving, instead taking one of the seats
facing her. One by one, Ms. Scott began calling my classmates’ names to stand, climb the
dusty stairs to the stage, and accept their rolled-up sheet of paper. I didn’t really get what it
was, but I still itched in my seat for my turn. 
             And then Zahra’s name was called. At least, her new name was—the teachers called
her “Sarah” instead. They said it sounded better. 
             Before long, all the kindergartners had been called, and Ms. Scott announced,          
 “Congratulations to our little learners for graduating.” 
             Mama had pulled me into her lap then, wrapping her arms around me. “Anni 
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fakhoura beech, habibti.” Arabic for I’m proud of you, my love. 
             Indeed, I’d learned many things that year—how to read and write in English, new
songs, and counting. I’d even learned what country I lived in: Canada (“The best country in
the world!” Ms. Scott told us). My world grew just that little more. 

             I remember turning eight. Mama and I had gathered six girls from my class into our
cozy little living room. Over the green carpet between our black sofas, the dining chairs were
arranged in a circle for a quick round of musical chairs. 
             Halfway through, Mama stepped into the living room, her right hand clutching
balloons, and her left carrying a covered dish. The grumbling stomachs of six eight-year-old
girls had us bursting off the chairs and rushing to the dining table, where Mama set down the
dish. But when she lifted the cover, revealing a steaming plate of dolma, my friend Rachel
scrunched her freckled nose. 
             She took one look at the grape-leaf and cabbage rolls of rice and meat before
immediately turning to me. “Ew, Yasmine! What is that?”
             I remember turning eight, cheeks burning with embarrassment, and quietly asking
Mama to exchange the dish with something else. 

             I remember going grocery shopping with Mama at age eleven. As we loaded our
groceries onto the black conveyor belt at the cashier, I overheard two men behind us locked
in deep discussion. What had caught my attention was their utterance of Iraq—spouted like a
dirty word. 
            “I’m telling you, Jack. Once we started letting those Iraqis in, the entire country went
to shit,” one man said to the other, slapping a can of beans onto the belt behind us. “All
they’ve managed to do is raise our taxes. It’s not like it’s our fault their country got bombed
up. Next it’ll be the Syrians.” 
             When I looked to Mama, I only saw her clench her jaw, and continue loading our
groceries onto the belt. I remember, even at eleven, thinking furiously, That’s where Mama
is from. They can’t say those things. 
             After we’d paid and carted our groceries to the car, I asked Mama, “Why didn’t you
say anything to those guys?” 
             She only sighed, lines forming on her forehead. “Because this is their country—Iraq
is mine. It’s where I studied and grew up. I don’t get to tell them how their country works.
We’re only here now because the war in Iraq made it shit, and I want you to have a good
life, habibti.” 
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              I remember wearing a hijab for the first time, at age thirteen. Mama wanted to be
with me for my first day out wearing one, but I’d chosen to celebrate with some classmates
at a theater first. Rachel, Emmeline, and I strolled into the auditorium, jumbo bags of
popcorn in hand as we found our seats. I remember flinching and dropping mine as a pale
man from a row of seats above me flung his cup of bright orange Fanta into my lap. It
splashed everywhere—soaking into my jeans, purple hoodie, and brand-new hijab. I gasped,
jumping to my feet with Rachel and Emmeline right behind me. A lump forming in my
throat, I held back my tears, and I was already striding for the auditorium exit even before
his voice carried back to my ears. 
             “Go back to your country, you terrorist!” he roared. “You don’t belong here!” Later
that year, Zahra invited us to her cousin’s wedding. Since Mama had no relatives of her own
in Canada, it was my first time attending an Arab wedding. Or any wedding, for that matter,
but I’d seen enough of white weddings through TV shows and movies. Mama had dolled me
up in an embroidered turquoise abaya and matching hijab. Though we hadn’t known any of
the five hundred guests besides Zahra and her mother, it didn’t take long for us to be swept
up into the festivities. 
              The sheer noise—pounding drums, cheering women, and blaring music—was
enough for me to decide to take a seat at the back. But something I’d soon learn was that at
Arab weddings, no one let you be alone for long. 
             One of Zahra’s aunts slumped into the seat beside me, not even taking a breath
before firing rapid questions at me. Her Arabic ran at a thousand miles faster than I could
process, and when I stuttered in broken Arabic trying to decipher her questions, she cut me
off with a laugh. 
             “You are Canadian, all right,” she’d chuckled. 

              I remember being asked for a project in eighth grade, “Research your roots and
present your findings to the class.” 
             From the moment I arrived home that afternoon to the moment I went to bed, I
surveyed Mama about how life was in Iraq. Not that Mama minded—in fact, she seemed as
jubilant as I was to discuss her homeland, the nation where her mother and all her mothers
before that grew up. 
             As Mama relayed to me how she and her friend Noor used to walk around the
neighborhood, how at night, everyone would dance on the street surrounding the fruit
vendors, I scribbled down all of it. Mama told it in the same tone you’d describe a story to a
child, and my heart tugged in my chest. Though I was Iraqi by blood, I couldn’t help feeling
like an imposter to my own heritage—an intruder to a culture that would never be 
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 …never be mine. Could I ever inherit any of this, or would it always be limited to whatever
project I needed to submit? 
             The question wouldn’t leave me at ease, even in the dead of night. My mind swirled
with it in bed. What are my roots? 
              Was I more connected to the country that raised me? Or the one I’d never set foot
in, but gave me my looks? Was I the country whose jokes I told, whose books I read and
songs I sang? Or was I the country whose tongue I spoke at home? Or honestly, how could it
be either one if I never truly belonged anywhere? 
              All those years I spent growing, learning, dreaming—had I ever been part of the
family tree? A branch of our history connected forevermore to our roots? Or was I merely a
leaf—destined to snap off with a gust of wind and sway to the dirt? 
              I remember being fifteen, and travelling across the globe for the first time. It was
Mama and I, visiting the home of thicker branches on our tree: my grandparents in Jordan. I
remember my grandmother, our oldest living branch, enveloping me into a hug as if the
nation we had grown apart meant nothing. Tears budded in my lashes, and at first, I’d only
stood there, frozen from the warmth of my grandmother’s embrace. All my life, it was me
and Mama against everything, but here was a piece of one of my worlds, telling me that I
belonged. 
             My lips trembled as I hugged her back, and for the rest of that lovely month in
Jordan, I never had to think about where I was meant to be. Because my broken Arabic was
never a source of mirth, and neither were the North American songs I listened to or clothes I
wore—my other branches only wanted to love me. 
             For a month, both my roots intertwined. 

             Now, at the age of sixteen, I tend to the tree of my newly found heritage. It is still
fragile, cautiously sprouting from the dirt, but sprouting regardless. Now, at the age of
sixteen, I realize that just because violence had torn our family tree apart, left me separated
from the rest of my kin, it doesn’t mean I am no longer part of it. The roots of families
transcend oceans—they transcend war and loss and age, so long as the shared love between
you still holds. Roots are entrenched deep beneath the soil, connecting you wherever you
may be found. 
             But they also transcend joy—whether I speak Arabic or English, dress in abayas or
jeans, or even celebrate my birthday with dolma or pizza, I am in touch with my roots. I am
Canadian, but Iraqi too. 
             I think of my grandmother’s hug often, when I feel at odds with both my worlds,
when neither of them want to claim me. When I am too Arab for one side but too western for
the other. I think of that hug of a mother who wasn’t my mother but loved me all the 
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same. 
             Leaves may have flimsy foundations and are easily swayed, but that only means they
can travel wherever they wish. Because in the end, all leaves find their way to the soil, where
our roots are sown.

 

Since she was twelve, Ayah has loved writing whatever convoluted sci-fi stories came to her
head. Born and raised in Toronto, Canada, her passion for writing has been the calling that
gets her through her AP Chemistry homework and chores. She's currently editing the
millionth draft of her latest WIP, surrounded by empty cups of water, coffee, and library
books.
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The Lament of Midas’s Daughter - Fiction
By Maitreyi Koundinya

           They’re all fools for running, the king's daughter thought as flames from the kitchens
flooded her chambers. Zoë was safer in these burning walls than she would ever be outside.
Gaia, the Earth Mother of the planted seed and the roots that bound humans to transience
life, always knew what she wanted. Maybe it was her plan all along that Mida’s touch froze
the princess’s ivory skin into pure gold. At first, her voice raged with betrayal, crying out for
the life she lost in mere moments. 
           But something changed. Perhaps it was the way the ordinary people whispered about
Zoë’s transformation, behind wooden doors and hushed whispers. It was intriguing. No, she
was intriguing. 
           Zoë might have been a princess before, but now she was more valuable than precious
wine, fine pottery, and fermented olives combined. It had killed a part of her, but something
else had come alive. Morality no longer confined her in its fragile grasp. 
          “Your highness!” a servant exclaimed. The crackling of flames dimmed her voice to
nothing but a distant cry. 
           Zoë fluttered her golden eyelashes, gazing at a gilded mirror. She was a tragedy that
the poets would recite upon the midnight hours, a eulogy destined to haunt the generations.
Perhaps the philosophers would write elegies about her fate that was doomed from the start
or the delicate curve of her glistening body engulfed in the flames. 
           She was a warning, and yet a taunt of everything a mortal could never be. 
           How it was so romantic. 
           The princess reached a golden arm towards the fire, watching the blazing heat reflect
off the metal. Wisps of smoke replaced the aroma of marjoram perfume and pervaded what
was left of her lungs. 
           Zoë would burn in Hephaestus’s flames, sculpted by his hammer in the ashes where
her armor would be molded. And then, the sweet touch of Thanatos would make her
everlasting. The sparks from the fire were magic sprinkled the dreams of those who would
sigh and preserve her ever so delicately in their minds. 
           Achlys be rid of her forever, as Hermes and Charron guided her into a fate far more
eternal than mortal life.

Maitreyi Koundinya is a sixteen-year writer from Virginia who adores all things fantasy.
Although she can usually be found writing novels, she also dabbles in short stories and
screenplays. 
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Colada Morada - Fiction 
By Martina Argudo

María Ximena’s heart plummeted to the ground as her daughter tried to reach for the boiling
pot. Quickly, she left the sugar container on the table and lifted Lucía by the waist, holding
the fragile five-year-old against her chest. How did she even climb to the counter? 
           She clearly remembered sitting Lucía down in the wooden chair by the breakfast
table. She was barely gone for a minute to take sugar from the pantry. But one minute was
all it had taken. She returned to the terrifying sight of her daughter inching towards the pot.
What was she thinking, leaving the child alone?
           “We don’t do that amor,” she whispered, rocking the child softly, letting the
percussion of her own heart slow down. “We don’t touch the pot when it’s hot, alright?”
           María Ximena let her daughter sit at the breakfast table. Holding her tiny hands, she
lowered herself to her level. Lucía looked at her mother with her deep, glossy brown eyes in
a curious manner. Soft sun rays entered the kitchen through the window, making the room’s
dust fly around, stealing Lucía’s attention.
          “It’s dangerous,” María Ximena continued, getting her daughter to focus on her once
more. “What is it that we don’t do in the kitchen?”
          “Touch the hot pot,” Lucía replied obediently. Her voice was playful, full of energy,
loud. Her mother squeezed her hands lightly.
          “Right.” María Ximena smiled, relieved. Besides her, the pot simmered, driving the
mother’s attention back to her dish. She lowered the fire of the stove and prepared another
pot, mixing water and sugar and leaving it to boil.
         “It smells nice,” Lucía said, dangling her legs at the table while María Ximena turned
to look at her. “Like leaves.”
         Her mother laughed. She had taken Lucía to her grandparent’s house in the mountains
a couple of months ago in an attempt to cheer her up. And, to her surprise, it had worked.
Lucía had run into the fields and remarked on the smell of the trees. She had even become
friends with a bunny -Pancho, she had called it- which was when the adults discovered she
was allergic to animal hair.
         “They are leaves,” María Ximena said, giving a small nod towards the first pot. Almost
remorseful, as if it had plotted some evil scheme to harm her daughter. “A bouquet of leaves
is resting in the boiling water. Ataco, orange leaves, lemon verbena and-”
         “Cedrón!” Lucía completed, suddenly remembering the tea her grandmother made
when it was cold at the paramos.
         “Cedrón, yes.”
         “Mami? Are you making tea?” Secretly, Lucía hoped the answer would be no. She  
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had found the taste of her grandmother’s tea too strong, too earthy. 
          “No amor, I’m not.” Despite her daughter’s innocent face, María Ximena knew that
she disliked tea. “It’s November first, remember?”
         “Oh, oh,” the child replied, excited. “You’re making colada morada!”
         María Ximena walked to the breakfast table grinning. She pinched her daughter’s
round nose and nodded. 
         “Do you want to help me?” María Ximena had brought Lucía to the kitchen that
morning meaning to teach her how to make the traditional dish. She couldn’t believe an
almost-incident had scared her away from doing so. 
         “Yes!” Lucía raised her arms with anticipation, and her mother lifted her again. She
pulled a tall kid’s chair to the kitchen counter, the one that resembled a crib more than it did
a chair, and left her daughter standing on it. She reminded her not to touch the stove, the pot,
or the fire. Lucía shouldn’t go near the chair’s border either. She could hurt herself.
         A hand placed delicately upon her daughter’s back; María Ximena gave her a bowl
with fresh strawberries. Giggling, Lucía couldn’t help but eat one.
         “Tasty?” her mother asked. She nodded, delight in her eyes. “Let’s pour them inside
the pot with sugar, shall we?”
         María Ximena guided Lucía’s movements, helping her pour the berries inside the pot.
They repeated the process with two other fruits in separate bowls: diced peaches and
pineapples.
         “Mami, why do the pineapples get less water? Won’t they feel dry?” Lucía asked,
looking at the fruit’s pot with curiosity.
         “Pineapples bring their own water to the mix. You’ll see, they will release the water
they carry inside in a bit. You don’t want to drown them. Would you hold the blackberries
for me, please?” 
         Feeling important, Lucía held the bowl with the blackberries with care, humming a
joyful tune. She didn’t even notice when her mother took the first pot and, removing the
bouquet, poured the water into a blender.
        “Thank you,” María Ximena said in a solemn tone, making her daughter’s chest fill
with pride. She retrieved the bowl and blended the berries with the water. 
        “What will we mix in there, mami?” asked Lucía, pointing at the large new pot her
mother had just taken from a cabinet. 
        “Sweet spices.”
        “Oh, I love sweet spices! Can we add cinnamon, please?”
        “We will.” María Ximena smiled, the first genuine smile she had shown in a long time.
        Mother and daughter mixed cinnamon, measured sweet pepper, and added cloves and 
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and star anise. They would pause from time to time to note the names of the ingredients.
        “Ishpingo,” Lucía repeated after her mother, trying the new word slowly, almost tasting
it. She held a spice that felt like tree bark but had the shape of a hat. She tried to put it on her
head but, to her disappointment, discovered it was much too small. She threw the spice into
the water and watched as it splashed, forming waves that reached the walls of the pot and
reunited at the spot where the spice had fallen. “Ishpingo.”
        While the water heated up, María Ximena gave Lucía a cup of cold water. She told her
to mix it with two spoonfuls of purple flour.
         “I like purple,” Lucía said while following her mother’s instructions. “Why is it
purple?”
         “To make it, we grind purple corn,” her mother explained. Attentive, she watched
Lucía try to get the flour from the plastic bag with a tablespoon. Her tongue sticking out to
the side, she was focused on completing the spoon’s journey. “It’s unique to our lands, you
see. Our people have been cultivating it long before you or I existed. They pass their
knowledge generation after generation, just like I am teaching this recipe to you.”
         The child stirred the mixture, dying the water a vibrant shade of purple and making it
thicker. Some of the water spilled and stained the wooden counter, but María Ximena didn’t
scold the girl. Instead, she stroked her brown hair with tenderness. The song of a bird
infiltrated the kitchen and the delicious smell of fruit mingled with the aroma of spices. It
had been so long since they had spent this much time together. A light breeze played around
them, one that smelled like fruit and cinnamon and early sun rays. One that attempted to
blow away their heartache.
         “Well done amor,” she said, and her daughter met her eyes with glee. “Now we can put
all the ingredients together.”
         Over medium heat, the flour and the berry juice went inside the spices pot. Lucía
reached for a metallic spoon to blend it all, but her mother stopped her and switched it for a
wooden one.
         “Do you want to know a secret?” she leaned over her daughter, who was nodding
fervently. “It always tastes better if you mix it with a wooden spoon.”
         Lucía began stirring with some difficulty, making zigzags and uneven lines across the
pot. María Ximena closed her hands around her daughter’s gently and guided her to stir
clockwise. “Always make sure that you reach the bottom of the pot,” she said.
         Soon, the girl felt tired and relented the task to her mother, who picked her up with her
left hand and kept stirring with her right one. Lucía rested her head against her mother’s
shoulder. The cloying perfume of the beverage now flooded the kitchen, giving it the feeling
of a dream, of a daze. 
         “I miss him,” Lucía whispered, sadness overcoming her body without warning. Her 
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eyes became glossy as a single tear ran down her smooth cheek. “Mami, I really miss him.”
          Surprised, María Ximena ceased stirring. She took her right hand to her daughter’s
head and kissed her forehead softly.
          “I miss him too.”
          From above, Lucía watched the mixture get thicker, mesmerized by the movement.
Each blink seemed to last a little longer, and before she knew it, she was fast asleep. 

About half an hour later, Lucía woke up to the fresh smell of a completed colada morada.
She was laying on the living room sofa, a blanket guarding her against evening cold. Past a
door’s threshold, she could see her mother washing a pot in the kitchen. She stood up with
some difficulty and walked slowly to the doorframe.
           “You added the fruit without me?” she asked, rubbing her eyes.
           “Not all of it.” María Ximena dried her hands with a cloth and approached her
daughter. Lucía wrapped her hand around her mother’s index and middle fingers and
allowed her to guide her to the breakfast table.
          There lay a half-filled mug with the dense, mulberry-colored beverage, releasing soft
threads of steam. Beside it lay three bowls with fruit submerged in water -the pineapple one
with more liquid than the others-, and a small wooden spoon. Some of the fruit the girl ate,
but most found its way inside the mug. After several clockwise stirs, Lucía tasted their
creation. Her eyes widened and she giggled. She could swear that nothing had ever tasted as
good as the hot colada morada did. The sourness of the pineapple merged with the sweet
berries and the subtle hint of spices.
            “Can I take some to my friends at school?” It was simply too good not to share with
everybody she knew.
            “Of course.” Looking at her daughter, with purple stains on her nose and cheek,
María Ximena’s chest seemed to grow warmer. She embraced her and held her close.
           The dish was traditionally made to honor their deceased on November first and
second. The following day, they would visit Lucía’s father at the cemetery for the first time
since the funeral. Mother and daughter would stand together in stubborn grief. Holding each
other’s hand in unnatural quiet. 
           But ironic as it may appear, colada morada was also an opportunity to spend time
with their loved ones. A reminder that every second with them is precious. 
           María Ximena planned to visit her mother in the mountains that afternoon, bringing
with her the beverage. They would bake bread together, shaped like baby dolls and
decorated with icing, guaguas de pan, they called them. They would eat, drink, and laugh by
the fireplace and Lucía would be able to tell her grandmother how she had cooked the colada
too.
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          Aunts, co-workers, neighbors, Lucía’s friends. They would all get a cup of their
colada morada. It was a drink to share. “It is a way to love.”

Martina Argudo is an Ecuadorian writer who enjoys transforming daydreams into stories.
Sixteen years old, she is also a list-maker, a ballet dancer, and a space enthusiast. Woven
with her narratives, readers can find her culture, her ambitions, and the cups of red tea that
have seen her through countless drafts and edits.
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Where the Lonely Ones Go - Fiction 
By Minglu Jiang

          Oriental Buffet crouches near the end of the cinder-block strip mall, squeezed between
an Indian grocer and a laundromat that looks like a giant pressed it between his palms until it
bent. A glass door with years-old posters of food they don’t serve anymore greets the
visitors, granted you haven’t been vetted yet by the peeling white paint and unruly weeds
sprouting from the cracked cement sidewalk. If you go inside, you’re greeted by a dirty fish
tank that shelters only rocks and a limp plastic plant. Turn left, and you are met by the
hostess, her black hair up in a tidy bun, her body fitted into the black dress and red apron,
her name etched in small letters nobody reads on a tag clipped haphazardly to her breast
pocket. She looks like she would like to be anywhere but here, yet you are jealous of her
when she leads you to the table, a tiny square affair with edges made of fake mahogany.
           This is where the lonely ones go. 
           This is where you are tonight.
           When the waitress is out of sight, you walk mechanically toward the buffet tables.
Thin entrails of steam rise from the greasy food, and the smells are as greasy as the food.
You take up the ladle in the sweet and sour chicken. The sauce slides along the chicken,
almost slimy under the diluted yellow light. Next, you pile up with the rice you swear is at
least a tad undercooked. 
           At least it tastes okay. 
           You sit down and watch the faces around you. 

#
           Here are the regulars.
           At the table closest to the buffet tables, one designed for a couple, sits one man on
both chairs. Somehow his body occupies both completely. His beard, a thistle-like affair,
covers his flabby neck. He bends over his egg drop soup, the dandelion-yellow liquid
dripping into the beard. Sometimes you think he’s fifty; other times you swear he’s only in
his twenties. His eyes are a youthful green, yet the rest of his body screams age.
           You’ve named him Rick. 
           Swerve your head around, and in a lonely booth sits a young woman. Thick eyeliner
carves out her gray eyes, deep as a whirlpool. Her blond hair ends at her neck. She wears
purple cat-eye glasses dripping with a long chain of red beads. A knockoff LV bag stands
vigil over her. She nibbles at a plateful of California rolls.
            You call her Ivy. 
            Two booths down from Ivy, there’s that middle-aged man. He’s the very image of a 
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washed-up English rock star: beyond the wrinkles, the heavy bags beneath his eyes, you
catch the dulled gleam of a long-gone ebullience. He wears a polo shirt and dress pants,
which sometimes makes you laugh. He has spent the last week trying to figure out how to
use chopsticks. He has failed miserably, and right now, he drops a piece of General Tso’s
chicken onto his leather shoes.
             You call him Noel.

#
             The first time you came to Oriental Buffet, red toned your mother’s cheeks. Mama
had yanked you out of the afterschool program, her black leather high-heels clicking
mercilessly upon the floor. “I’ve got a surprise for you tonight, Lola.” Mama’s lips stretched
into a skeleton’s smile. “We’re going out to eat tonight. How does that sound, baobei?”
             It sounded good.
             She drove you here, playing Cantopop neither of you could understand on the car
radio and marched you in before you could protest. She let you eat as much as you wanted.
Told you to take your time. Didn’t resist when you stuffed your face with the wiggly green
jelly.
            When you went home, she told you to go upstairs and play, and you did. It was the
best day of your life. Dinner out, then play instead of homework and piano practice? As if it
were your birthday rather than an ordinary school day. 
             Your parents’ shouting broke the princess wedding you set up with your Barbie
dolls.

#
             One of the waitresses wipes down the table nearest Rick’s. You’ve never seen her,
so she must be new or filling somebody else’s shift. She’s pretty: almond eyes, smooth
monolids, plump lips. Her hair falls in waves that the shampoo bottle would envy.
              Rick’s head jerks up from his soup, his eyes brushing across her fishnet-fitted legs,
the part where her neckline dips low.
              You see her hide her smile, you see her know she should hate his leer, you see her
like it anyway. 
              Maybe she’s lonely too, desperate for whatever she can get. Maybe she sees a
kindred spirit in him.
              Their eyes meet for a moment. Rick tears his eyes away and stirs the last half-inch
of his soup sluggishly.
              You know the look on his face as he watches the soup swirl. He knows he could
never have a girl like her, no matter how desperate and lonely she is.

#
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              You trudged through high school wishing somebody would take notice of you,
wishing somebody would call you beautiful. 
               In college, you became beautiful. You leaped from boyfriend to boyfriend until
nearly every guy on campus had dated you. 
              The first boy excited you. His name was Jorge. He was a Literature major whose
eyes glowed at the mention of anything remotely related to the Brontë sisters. He had a
picture of Charlotte on his wall, and his roommate Andy said sometimes he kissed it. Andy
meant it as a warning, but for you, it was a magnet, and your heart somersaulted when he
kissed you in the courtyard. Two months later, wrapped in your coats and scarves and hats
on a sled atop a white hill spiky with pines, he said, his hand on your cheek, “Lola, I love
you.”
              And you realized that nothing that you felt for Jorge amounted to love. 
              The next boy was Arnav, who had majored in Linguistics despite his parents’ ardent
wish that he take up computer science or something like that. He had taught himself
Amharic in high school and was working at Kazakh, which you considered very sexy
indeed. He guided your hand when he taught you how to write your name in Cyrillic script.
Until you realized that you did not in fact love Arnav and he did not in fact love you. 
               Beyond that you remember little. There’s a mush of names, smeared together until
you cannot tell where the anime guys who wanted a Japanese girlfriend (no matter you’re
not Japanese) end and the guys who wanted to crack the girl who dumped the anime guys
begin.

#
               Ivy leans back against the cushioned back of the booth seat, her plate clear of any
food. She strokes her handbag with her right hand and holds her phone with her left hand.
              On it, she scrolls through photos. 
              She stands on a beach, the sunset flaring red and orange behind her, with a young
man in sunglasses and blue shorts. She lies on a towel on the grass, the same man’s arms
around her body. She throws her head back and laughs in a piggyback ride on that same
man. 
              A boyfriend? A husband? You don’t know, and you never will, but you know that
man as if he were a brother. You see him on Ivy’s phone every night.
              Ivy’s eyes are wet as she stops upon herself in a whitewashed room devoid of
furniture, hand in hand with him.

#
              You met Étienne in the tavern down the street from Oriental Buffet. You sat in the
back on a sweaty stool, your drink growing lukewarm in your hand. Smoke filled the air,
thick as fog and heavy as water.
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              A man walked toward the seat across from you. “Is open?” he asked. He jutted his
thumb toward the rest of the tavern. “All full there.”
              “Yes,” you told him. 
              “Are you immigrant, too?” 
              “My parents are,” you answered limply, wishing he’d leave. You prefer to sit
cloaked in smoke and soaked in alcohol alone. 
              He didn’t say a word, only sipped at his tiny glass of rum.
              Eventually, the two of you talked. Or as much as you could. Étienne spoke limited
English. He had arrived here only a few months ago from Martinique, a Caribbean island
you’ve never heard of. Now he lived alone in a dark tenement in this city. “Not sure if much
better,” he said, smiling sadly, and it coaxed a bitter laugh from you.
              It made you talk. You told him your name. How you were born in this country, how
your parents tossed you between them like a hot potato for years, how you ran off to college
and then a job hoping you’d find something better, something to make up for your
childhood. “Not sure if what I have now is any better,” you told him, and he laughed.
              In the two years you had together, you learned about each other in bits and pieces of
conversations, in knowing glances and trading precious things: a best friend necklace from
third grade for a seashell from Les Trois-Îlets.
             The two of you didn’t need words to converse.
             For once in your life, you were sure. You loved Étienne and he loved you.

#
             Noel doesn’t bother picking up the piece of dropped chicken. His eyes are glued to
the TV mounted to the wall. The image is grainy, and the sound nonexistent, but Noel never
stops watching it.
             On it, an Asian woman in a sparkly red dress dances on the stage, moving her lips
into the microphone in her hand. She glides across the stage, the lights leaping like frogs
around her, the crowd throwing their hands up and cheering for her.
             Noel gazes, his eyes full of love. He rests his chin on his hand and smiles. 
             Then the TV glitches, the image of the dancing woman giving way to the staticky
black and white. 
             All the joy shatters out of Noel’s face.

#
             And one day, without warning, Étienne got deported. You didn’t even know until
you didn’t hear from him for a week and called the factory he worked at.
             You imagine him back on his little French island, trying to explain to his family
where everything went wrong.
             Maybe missing you, maybe disappointed at his failures in America, but ultimately 
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cheered by his family, forgetting his failures and forgetting you.

#
              And now here you are, back at Oriental Buffet, eating the greasy meal you barely
taste with your right hand and turning Étienne’s seashell over in your left.

Minglu Jiang is a 17-year-old writer from Detroit, MI. Her work has been recognized by the
Scholastic Art and Writing Awards and has appeared in the Copperfield Review Quarterly
and Voyage YA Journal. When she's not writing, she enjoys playing jazz bass and falling
down research rabbit holes. You can find her ramblings on Twitter at @jiang_minglu.
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